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ABSTRACT 
 

This master thesis has been performed in association with Blekinge Institute of Technology 
and in collaboration with the company Dynapac Compaction Equipment AB. The thesis aims to 
investigate how Discrete Event Simulation (DES) can be used for value and sustainability design 
concept assessments in early design stages. The research is made by investigating the example of 
simulating the lifecycle of a double drum asphalt compactor. The model is created in the computer-
based DES software Simio LLC, where the captured data of the compactor´s lifecycle performances are 
linked to a Net Present Value (NPV) model and a sustainability assessment. The model is then further 
explored and evaluated in the Decision Arena, located at Blekinge Institute of Technology.  

The simulated model is created to approach a ‘lifelike’ lifecycle of the machine, containing 
the compactor´s ordinary usage in road construction. This includes operations in sidewalk, parking lot 
and pothole repair scenarios. The model contain service, maintenance, transport, workers, resource 
sharing and more. The model is connected to MS Excel to transfer data. The life cycle performances are 
captured in the model and used to estimate the cost parameters of energy -, water -, maintenance -, 
service - and transportation energy cost within the NPV model. The CO2 – emission for fuel consumption 
and transport, together with the total water consumption in the sustainability assessment.  

The outcome of the thesis showed that the method gave good results for developing new 
design configurations in the early phases in product development. The method could support designing 
towards sustainable and long-term solutions and collaborations over the sectors (i.e. between 
stakeholders, engineers, designers, non-experts and more). The outcome in the specific case resulted in 
successfulness of capturing all lifecycle performances of the machine and linking them to the mentioned 
parameters. The research question is, however, generic and the investigation for the specific case study 
uses assumptions and up- and down scaled data to protect the company secrecy. 

For future work, the method together with Internet of Things (IoT), Digital Twin or Industry 
4.0 could be in high interest to investigate further.   
 
Keywords: Value-driven design, life cycle performances, sustainability profile, Net Present 
Value, Discrete event simulation. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
 

Detta examensarbete har blivit utfört i association med Blekinge Tekniska högskolan och i 
samarbete med företaget Dynapac Compaction Equipment AB. Syftet med projektet är att undersöka 
hur diskret händelsesimulering (DES) kan användas för värde - och hållbarhets bedömning för olika 
designkonfigurationer, i tidiga skeden av produktutvecklingen. Arbetet är utfört genom att tillämpa 
exemplet av att simulera livscykeln för en asfaltsvält med dubbla trummor. Simuleringsmodellen är 
framställd genom det databaserade DES programmet Simio LLC, där utdata för maskinens 
livscykelprestanda tas fram och kopplas till en Net Present Value (NPV) modell och en 
hållbarhetsdömning för maskinen. Simuleringsmodellen utforskas och bedöms sedan vidare i ’Decision 
Arena’ på Blekinge Tekniska Högskola.  

Den simulerade modellen är framställd för att eftersträva en verklighetstrogen livscykel av 
maskinen, innehållande dess vanliga användningsområden inom vägarbete. I livscykeln inkluderas 
operationer av trottoarer, parkeringsplatser och reparationer av hål i vägbanor. Modellen innehåller även 
service och underhåll, transport, arbetare/anställda, resursdelning med mera. Modellen är kopplad till 
MS Excel för att föra över in- och utdata mellan programmen. Maskinens livscykelprestanda är hämtat 
från modellen och använt till att uppskatta kostnadsparametrarna för energi, vatten, underhåll, service 
och energi under transport i NPV – modellen. Maskinens CO2 – utsläpp för bränsleförbrukning och 
transport, tillsammans med vattenkonsumtionen i hållbarhetsbedömningen. 

Arbetet visar på goda resultat för att utveckla nya desginkonfigurationer i de tidiga skedena 
inom produktutveckling. Metoden kan stödja utformning mot hållbara och långsiktiga lösningar, samt 
förstärka samarbeten över sektorerna (dvs. mellan intressenter, ingenjörer, designers, icke-experter med 
mera). Utfallet för det specifika fallet resulterade i framgång med att fånga upp maskinens 
livscykelprestanda och koppla dessa till de ovan nämnda parameterana. Forskningsfrågan är dock 
generell och utredningen för den specifika fallstudien använder uppskattningar och upp- och nerskalade 
data för att skydda företagets sekretess. 

För framtida arbete, kan metoden tillsammans med Internet of Things (IoT), Digital Twin och 
Industry 4.0 vara av stort intresse för att undersöka.  
         
Nyckelord: Värdedriven design, livscykelprestanda, hållbarhetsprofil, Net Present Value, 
Diskret händelsesimulering. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 

The task of developing new products and systems is far from straightforward. A key to success is 
for designers and engineers to take the right decisions during all the stages of the development process. 
These decisions rely mostly on historical knowledge and customer-related information gathered from 
the market. The design team is further required to collect and analyse even more tacit needs and desires 
to determine the requirements for their solutions, as well as to reflect on financial aspects of the project 
by collecting information from all potential stakeholders. This is the main reason why the design process 
is often highly iterative, and composed of several analysis (i.e., needfinding) and synthesis (concept 
generation and prototyping) stages.   

In the process of developing new products, previous literature often describes the limitations of this 
iterative process through the so called Design process paradox [1]. This means that, within the product 
developing process, solving problems becomes, on average, increasingly expensive and time consuming 
as the development projects progress [1]. This is because, the further a design team digs into the 
technicalities of a solution, the larger financial commitments are made. The core of the paradox is that, 
on the other end, the knowledge about alternative solutions increases proportionally with the time spent 
in the project, helping the designer to evaluate for more certainties about the product outcome. As the 
phenomenon says, when the knowledge increases, the design freedom becomes restricted [1]. 

A central question for engineering design research is then how to achieve higher awareness of the 
long-term impacts of a new solution when making these early-stage decisions. In an ideal world, all 
significant knowledge would exist already in the beginning of the project to guide decision-making in 
the right direction. Unfortunately, this is not the case in many design situations. Hence, in order to grow 
knowledge about how future solutions will behave along their lifecycle, computer-based simulations are 
increasingly used to ‘frontload’ the early stages of the design process with knowledge. Since the advent 
of the computer era, simulation models have become popular tools to inform designers about the 
consequences of their decisions, so to mitigate the cost and time for correcting wrong choices later in 
the process. Recent research has also shown that one of their most important function is that of 
coordinating all the participants of the design team to make collaborative decisions [2]. 
In later years, academics and practitioners have increasingly realized that the purpose of modelling and 
simulating a solution, e.g. a specific machine, shall not only be that of informing the design team merely 
about performances, but rather to raise awareness about the ‘value’ that this will have for the customer 
during the entire lifecycle [3]. The research stream of Value-Driven Design (VDD) is a main reference 
and driver for this work, promoting the use of simulation models to support decision makers in exploring 
the design space both from a  financial and sustainability perspective, to identify the design choice that 
holds the most value [4]. It is important here to notice the role played by simulation to help designers 
and engineers assessing how sustainability compliance will affect the value of a solution along its entire 
lifecycle, and in this way encouraging the development of more sustainable outcomes at the end of the 
design process. The goals of reducing negative sustainability impacts is well-known. The products and 
systems developed today influence the entire worlds welfare and set the status of our tomorrow. 
Engineers and designers have the responsibility and opportunity to design more sustainable products 
and systems to increase the wellbeing of our planet. Simulation modelling has given the designers and 
engineers more opportunities to explore sustainability aspect early in the process, by making possible to 
quantify sustainability in the same way as performance dimensions, and to use sustainability criteria 
alongside value-related ones for decision making [5].  

1.1 Objective 
 

The aim of the thesis is to explore how Discrete Event Simulation can be used in an early 
phase to design more sustainable and value-adding solutions. More in detail, the objective of this work 
is to investigate the development of a simulation model based on the discrete-event logic - using the 
Simio LLC software - to assess the usage performances of a compaction equipment along its lifecycle, 
linking them to costs and revenues by applying a Net Present Value model. The simulation model is 
conceived and developed as part of a Value-Driven Design routine, which further considers  the machine 
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sustainability profile as main aspect of value for the solution. The thesis work presents the findings of 
both the descriptive and prescriptive study with regards to how DES models can be applied to guide 
decision making early in the development of products and systems.  

The development and application of the DES model is exemplified in a case study related to 
the design of a small double-drum asphalt compactor. The goal is to create a model that calculates the 
operational performances in a number of possible usage and maintenance scenarios for the solution. The 
simulation makes it possible to obtain realistic estimations of those performances needed to later 
calculate the monetary value for a customer, as well as its sustainability profile. These include the total 
distance travelled by a compaction machine while in operation (which is needed to calculate the its fuel 
and water consumption over time and, in turn, fuel cost, CO2 production and water consumption/cost), 
the expected frequency of maintenance events (making it possible to assess the expected availability of 
the machine and the total maintenance cost), its effective utilization (busy versus idle state). 

1.2 Research Questions 
 

The research question of this thesis originates from the aim and objectives discussed above, and 
is formulated as the following: 

 
How can Discrete Event Simulation be used to support early stage decision making in a 

Value-Driven Design process? 
 

The question highlights the importance of understanding how DES can support designers and 
engineers to take the right decision early in the design process. There are many challenges in developing 
a DES approach for early stage decision making, and the creation of a simulation model for a 
prototypical compaction machine has been considered crucial to grow knowledge and lessons learned 
useful to answer such a question. The work has spotlighted the challenges related to how data and facts 
about a product/system shall be gathered from the field to populate the model, how the simulation shall 
be setup and run to assess how the solution will be used, operated, serviced and maintained. Furthermore, 
it served the purpose to grow awareness on how both the product/system monetary value for the 
customer, as well as its sustainability impact due to CO2 consumption shall be calculated as used to 
drive early stage decision making. 

1.3 Limitations 
 

The timespan considered for the compactor is during its usage phase when its owned by the 
costumer to investigate the general lifecycle performances of the machine. The time limitation is chosen 
to investigate these performances with application of the Net Present Value model parameters and its 
sustainability profile.  

The timespan considered by the simulation model is 7 years, which is believed to be a good 
approximation of the useful life of the machine for first-hand customers. Furthermore, the simulation 
model is based on 3 main ‘families’ of scenarios, which are: compaction of sidewalks, compaction of 
parking lots, and pothole repairs. These 3 main ‘families’ have been further merged into a unique 
simulation model. The data used to populate the model have been gathered mostly from public sources, 
which is from the internet and other freely available documents (in form of research papers, machine 
instructions, spare part catalogues and guidelines/training material). The simulation model is set in 
Sweden, and this choice affects both climate data and road dimensions . Noticeably, both dimensions 
vary for different countries and the compactor may need to operate differently than what proposed in 
the described simulation model. 

It is also important to notice that proprietary company information and data on how the 
machine is operated have been scaled up/down due to confidentiality. Hence, the results of the 
simulation model have the only purpose to exemplify what can be obtained from implementing the DES 
approach, and do not reflect the actual performances of the machine. The NPV model and sustainability 
profile of the machine contain more assumptions and data that have been modified to further ensure 
confidentiality. Noticeably, while the machine considered in this thesis is regarded as an application 
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example to investigate the thesis research question, the outcomes of this thesis (i.e., the proposed 
methodology and lessons learned from the application) can be applied to a wide range of companies, 
sectors and machines. 

The investigation of the machines life cycle performances is enough to cover the machine´s 
customer value and sustainability profile within the frame of this thesis. Yet, both the revenue/cost 
model and the sustainability assessment module have room for improvement and their development 
shall be the goal of future work on the proposed approach.  

 

1.4 Expected outcome 
 

The expected outcome of this thesis is to present a simulation model, linked to a Net Present 
Value model to support a Value-Driven Design process. The outcome will show how a DES model in 
the SIMIO software can be used for the purpose of taking decisions in an early stage in the design 
process for a double drum asphalt compactor. The result will give examples of how designers and 
engineers can use simulation models to achieve higher knowledge before taking financial decisions in 
design scenarios. 

The example of simulating a compaction machine with realistic data and assumptions will 
give an insight in how this method can be used and performed. The thesis further demonstrates the 
capabilities to transfer simulation input data and results to/from the MS Excel environment. The 
simulation model is intended to include the compactors lifecycle when owned by the customer. The 
scheduled utilization of the compactor can be decided by the DES user in MS Excel and simulated in 
the model. The model will then transfer data of the compactors time in use, distance travelled, total fuel 
consumption and consumption over time, preformed services and maintenance, failure statistics and 
transport. The simulation is intendent to show how the compactor is used during the entire lifecycle, 
together with workers and supporting vehicles.  

The outcome of the Net Present Value Model will show examples of how the revenue from 
compaction and the costs of transportation, fuel, water and maintenance for the compactor can be 
represented to support decision making through data visualisation. Noticeably, while the case study 
strongly focuses on the realization of a realistic model for the road compaction industry, the modelling 
methodology and process described in the thesis is generic and can be applied for a wide range of 
companies.   

  

1.5 Case Study; development of a small double drum asphalt 
compactor  

  
The case study has been performed in collaboration with a multinational engineering 

manufacturer of mobile compactors for road surfaces. The equipment considered in the thesis is the 
double drum asphalt compactor CC1000, which belongs to one of the smaller series in Dynapac 
compaction catalogue [6]. The main application for the compactor is road construction in smaller scale, 
such as pavements/sidewalks, cycle paths, parking lots and potholes repairs [7]. The compactor is 
equipped with both a static and vibration mode over both drums. The overall design of the compactor is 
shown in Figure 1 below. Data on the CC1000 machine and its application have been gathered by means 
of a broad literature study that featured multiple reports, training documents and guidelines, journal 
articles, as well as by means of interviews with experts and other stakeholders.  
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The compactors characteristics, relevant for this study are listed in Table 1. To estimate the 

total fuel consumption and fuel consumption over time for the machine in the simulation (and further to 
calculate the energy cost and CO2 consumption), the machine engine, fuel tank capacity and vibration 
frequency described in the table are considered. Fuel consumption is calculated through the brake-
specific fuel consumption, bsfc, characteristic of the specific engine. The bsfc is illustrated in a 
performance curve together with the engine speed in rpm, telling that the bsfc for the compactor is 
approximately 265 g/kWh by the speed of 2800 rpm [8]. Assumptions of the engine speed, for each 
mode, i.e. initial, static and vibration, are made due to the speed range seen in the same table, to achieve 
differences in the machine’s behaviour. The assumptions are 265 g/kWh for the initial speed, 260 g/kWh 
for the vibration speed and 257,5 g/kWh for the static speed. The bsfc is described by the unit g/kWh 
and is converted into litre/hour by using the weight of diesel, where 1 litre has the weight of 850,8 g, 
together with the engines rated power of 18 kW [8], [9].  
 
Table 1. Technical data for compactor CC1000 [6]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The compactor is continuously serviced throughout its lifecycle to maintain its compaction 

standard and quality [10]. The service kits are described in Table 2. The services are depending on the 
compactors operating hours. The compactor requires Service kit 10 h each day and Service kit 50 h once 
a week to function properly. Notice that the first Service kit 50 h is more complex that the daily one, and 
it is performed only once. The service is then shortened for the following 50 h services. Service 
operations becomes more complex proportionally with the age of the machine, e.g. Service kit 250 h 

Technical data for compactor CC 1000 
General 
Maximum operating mass 1750 kg 
Speed range 0 – 9 km/h 
Vibration frequency 70 Hz 
Water tank 110 l 
Engine 
Manufacturer/Model Kubota D1105-E4B T4f/V 
Type Water cooled diesel 
Rated power, SAE J1995 18 kW (24 hp) @ 2800 rpm 
Fuel tank capacity 23 l 

Figure 1. A picture of the current version of the double drum asphalt compactor CC 1000 [6]. 
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features the same tasks of Service kit 50h and more. The machine can, during its lifecycle, fail and might 
need to be repaired. Based on the industry standard, we consider failures to appear approximatively 
every 2000 operation hours for the machine, and to have a repair variable range of 1 to 4 days [11]. Each 
service kit, together with a failure scenario, are included in the simulation to estimate the service and 
maintenance of the machine and further to calculate the service - and maintenance costs.  
 
Table 2. Service kits and maintenance for compactor CC1000 [10, pp. 61-103]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The compactor is using various compaction methods depending on the operational scenario, 

to reach a desired result. The three operational scenarios ‘families’ - sidewalk, parking lot and pothole 
repair - are considered together in the simulation model to realistically model the utilization of the 
machine during an entire year. For each scenario the compactor is first compacting the surface in a 
vibration mode. The recommended passes for each mode can be seen in Table 3. The compactor has a 
drum of 1 meter, resulting in an operating width of  900 mm for multiple passes, because adjacent and 
overlapping edges must be taken in consideration while operating. When operating on surfaces that are 
wider than 1 meter, the compactor has to take the area in sections, following a zigzag pattern in the 
process [12, pp. 63-65]. A sidewalk, in Sweden, is approximately 2,5 meters wide, resulting in three 
parallel passes by the compactor. The same method is used for larger areas, such as parking lots [13]. 
When operating on smaller, single potholes, the compactor does not follow the described zig-zag patters 
and needs only to move back and forth. In all scenarios, the compactor is changing to static mode in the 
finishing phases of the process to complete the area to compact. 

 
Table 3. The number of vibration compaction passes recommended for compactors of 4, 7 respectively 
10t [14, p. 7].  

 

Service and maintenance for compactor CC 1000 
Service kits Service details 
Service kit 10 h Each 10th operating hour (daily) 
Service kit 50 h After the first 50 operating hours 
Service kit 50 h Each 50th operating hour (weekly) 
Service kit 250/750/1250/1750 h Each 250th /750th /1250th /1750th 

operating hour 

Service kit 500/1500 h Each 500th /1500th operating hour 
Service kit 1000 h Each 1000th operating hour 
Service kit 2000 h Each 2000th operating hour 

Thickness of the 
asphalt layer d 

(cm) 

Number of passes with vibration with various tandem 
vibratory rollers 

K = low 
amplitude 
 
G = high 
amplitude 
 
4t = Machine 
with one 
amplitude only 
 
1 pass = 1 pass 
in forward or in 
reverse direction 
 

4t 7t 10t 
2 2 – 4 1 – 2 (K) 1 – 2 (K) 
4 4 – 6 2 – 4 (K) 2 – 4 (K) 
6 4 – 8 4 – 6 (K) 2 – 4 (K) 

10 6 – 8 4 – 8 (K) 4 – 6 (K, G) 
14  6 – 8 (G) 4 – 6 (G) 
18  6 – 8 (G) 4 – 8 (G) 

Chip mastic 
d = 2 
d = 4 
Porous asphalt  
D = 4 

 1 – 2 (K) + stat. 
pass 

4 – 6 (K) +stat. 
pass 

1 – 2 (K) + stat. 
pass 

4 – 6 (K) + stat. 
pass 

1 – 2 (K) + stat. 
pass  
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The surface capacity of the CC1000 asphalt compactor decreases proportionally with the 
number of passes, as shown in Figure 2. This graph is later used in the creation of the simulation model 
to compare the simulated output to realistic data for the compactor. During compaction, the vibrational 
roller sprinkles out water over both drums to prevent the hot mix asphalt surface to stick on the drums 
while operating. The water tank of the compactor should be big enough to cover road compaction of a 
normal 8 hours working day [12, p. 67]. The assumption of the compactor´s water consumption during 
operation, due to the size of the water tank, seen in Table 1 below, is 13,75 l/h.          
 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Relation between number of passes and surface capacity for CC1000 [6].  
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2 METHOD 
 

The Design Research Methodology, DRM, is used to support this project [15]. The method 
has been divided into two main iterations to support this work during the entire project, see Table 4 
below. The first iteration phase is conducted through several steps, starting with a research clarification. 
This phase deals with the formulation of the problem, of its objective, as well as with the definition of 
the limitations, overall project plan and expected outcome of the thesis. This followed by an initial 
review of the literature based on the topic Discrete Event Simulation methodology. Further on, an initial 
description of the simulation model was developed to further clarify the main success criteria for the 
work. The Descriptive Study I stage featured both an analysis of the data gathered from company 
documents, as well as through discussions with experts and other stakeholders to gather additional data 
and contextualize the data found. These activities were performed iteratively, and their findings were 
used to support the development of the model in the prescriptive stage. When reaching a sufficient 
knowledge base, the preliminary model was developed in the software together with a preliminary 
verification with the supervisor on model feasibility and applicability. The model creation was supported 
by an ordinary simulation modelling methodology where the model is basically iterative created, 
verified and validated with several runs, remakes and supplements [16, p. 35].    

The second iteration was initialized with an extension of the first literature review, with focus 
on Value Driven design and Concept analysis. The simulation model was further developed to attain the 
desired outcome and due to the gained feedback. The model was then used as a tool for the experimental 
part, what-if analysis, of the thesis, and extracting the lifecycle performances of the machine. When 
reaching the last part of the project, an implementation and further verification of the model in the 
Decision Arena environment was conducted which followed by analysis of the gained feedback from 
given verification activities and reflections [17]. The results of the entire project were then transferred 
into a Net Present Value model to support a Value Driven design process and to calculate the machines 
sustainability profile in the dedicated module.     

 
Table 4. Tasks progression in the thesis mapped against the Design Research Methodology framework 
[15]. 

Iteration Phase in DRM Task description 

Iteration 
1 

Research 
Clarification 

Problem formulation, identifying objective and limitations. 
Structured the project plan together with the expected outcome.  
Literature review of Discrete Event Simulation, gathered from 
literatures, reports, researches and relevant reports from 
supervisor. Investigation of DES application and background.   
Model conceptualization. Mapping up the expected simulation 
model with main success criteria.  

Descriptive study I 

Data gathered thought company documents related to case 
study. 
Discussions/interviews with experts/supervisor to collect data, 
information and verification of the project status.  

Prescriptive Study 

Development of a preliminary simulation model in Simio LLC. 
An overall structure of the model was developed. Different 
approaches of the expected outcome were tested in order to 
fully understand the software and to achieve a reliable result.   

Descriptive Study II Preliminary verification of simulation model. 

Iteration 
2 

Descriptive Study I 
Literature review of Value Driven design and Concept analysis, 
gathered from literature, reports, conference papers, researches 
and supervisor.  

Prescriptive Study 

Development of simulation model. The final model is designed 
with regard to the preliminary model and the expected outcome. 
Iterative verification of the model during development with 
supervisor.  
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Conducting cost analysis and sustainability profile, linked to 
simulation model. Each parameter from the model is linked 
within the Net Present Value model.  
Implementation and verification of the model in the Decision 
Arena environment. 

Descriptive Study II 
 

Analysis of the feedback from verification activities and 
reflection. 
Documentation in the report.  
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

The literature review is mainly focused on a sub-set of papers related to the topic of Value Driven 
design, Discrete Event Simulation for lifecycle analysis. The retrieved contributions provide an overall 
understanding of the current work in the field and ideas of how to approach the research question of this 
thesis. The research was then expanded by a “snowballing technique”, typically looking at similar 
contributions found in the reference lists in the first papers of this investigation.  

2.1 Value-Driven Design 
 

Value-driven design (VVD) originates from Systems Engineering (SE) research [18, p. 2]. SE 
is a discipline in engineering design that focuses on the development of complex systems. This includes 
all technical (and non-technical) variables relevant for the realization of successful solutions, linking 
social to technical aspects, into the design space. While the main focus of SE lies in the definition of the 
performance and behavioural requirements of a solution, VDD has the ambition to use value as a driver 
for design activities, expanding the classical SE view to include system-of-system effects as well as 
intangible aspects of value in design concept selection (e.g., customer satisfaction, sustainability and 
more). The vision is to include considerations from different sectors (as program managers, customers, 
designers, systems engineers) and perform quick what-if analysis on the expected value of a solution 
through an iterative process. VDD has the objective to evaluate the “goodness of a design” for each 
concept generated by the design team, comparing each option using monetary value [18, pp. 5-6]. 
Systems Engineering do not address this value evaluation to the same extent but share the fundamental 
understanding of stakeholder value to express it in other terms. SE uses methods and tools, supporting 
decisions and generating concrete criteria/requirements for the solution, rather than elaborating with 
unknown alternatives in the project start-up. VDD is intended as a process that precede the formulation 
of exact requirements for the solution (i.e., the main scope of SE) and aims at conducting the value 
analysis before establishing all details of the product architecture. Even though VDD has been found to 
have a positive impact in early design phases [19], the methodology is still not fully accepted within the 
field of product development, mainly because uncertainties and lack of data weakness its results [20]. 
Being able to develop early stage models and apply it to analyse existing design concepts is, therefore, 
an important step forward to improve the uptake of VDD methodology in industry and academia. 

Net Present Value (NPV) lies at the core of the VDD methodology and it is often indicated as 
one of the most common value models for engineering design [20]. The model expresses the cash in- 
and outflow over time for the product/system, resulting in monetary value of total cost – and total 
revenue. The total revenue is calculated as the cash-flow in that a customer may expect from using a 
given solution in its operational process, in this case the double drum asphalt compactor. The total cost 
contains parameters along the entire lifecycle of a product, e.g. cost related parameters to maintenance, 
service, transportation, testing, upgrades, energy consumption.  

It has been found positive to link the parameters within a NPV model together with simulated 
data thought the different phases of the lifecycle [20]. Simulation strategies can generate data upon many 
coincident events within the model. Discrete Event Simulation is one of the approaches, giving the 
opportunity to extract data and at the same time having the entire system included. Even if simulation 
strategies have a positive impact, it’s important to collaborate the data with validations and verifications 
outside the simulation frame. When investigating different design configurations, the total benefit for 
the customer can be elaborate upon, showing the designer and stakeholder the outcome over time for 
the new design.  

 

2.2 Discrete Event Simulation for lifecycle analysis 
 
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is adapted thought various of simulation software, where 

Simio LLC is one of them. The software is used as a tool to create models in a 3D environment with 
interacting objects, travelling through a process. The concept of DES focuses on resource sharing and 
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changes in the system that occurs depending on events, creating the opportunity to evaluate both 
qualitative and quantitative data along the entire lifecycle of a product/service [21]. More in detail, the 
concept of DES is based on problem formulations in queuing called event-based modelling. The 
statement queuing doesn’t necessary means people queuing for e.g. food or in a telephone line. By 
queuing means that the object, traveling through a system has to wait until an action can be performed. 
The system is thus changing its behaviour depending on the occurring events over time. The objects are 
usually called Entities traveling through the system. The entities can be modelled as a desired object or 
people. They can be modelled in different sizes, quantities, characteristics, attributes and properties to 
address the needed feature for the model [22, pp. 31-45].  

DES has over the years become very popular within product and system development. One of 
the reasons is that the method gives the opportunity to investigate a product on a system-level with 
interacting machines, resources and people. The model can gather data of the product/service 
performances over its entire lifecycle making it possible to investigate e.g. product/service 
maintainability and serviceability [21]. The DES software can collaborate with other programs to 
present the needed data and visualize it in generic interfaces such as MS Excel. The designer can use 
the created model to investigate different design configurations of the product/service to understand 
behaviours, hardware performance, affect of cost and time aspect of each design idea. The designer can 
get a view of how the new design will perform in the customer operative process before making any 
decision.  
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3 RESULTS: LIFECYCLE MODEL FOR CC1000 
 

3.1.1 Lifecycle overview 
 
The compactor CC 1000 is manufactured by the company but primary used by a purchaser, 

i.e. another company. The most interesting performances worth investigating, occurs when the 
compactor is in usage by the purchaser and the lifecycle is therefore limited to this timeline. The lifecycle 
will start when the compactor is bought and delivered at the company facility. The cycle will end right 
before the compactor reaches end of life or goes to a second-hand market. This lifecycle is estimated to 
7 years. In Sweden, the machine is usually operated from March to November, due to the cold season.   

During the lifecycle, the compactor is serviced and maintained regularly to ensure its quality 
and availability. The services are dependent on the machine´s operation hours and can be seen in section 
1.5 , in Table 2. The first service occurs when the machine has operated for 10 hours, after that the 
service is every 50th hour. There are also service kit intervals every 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 
1750 and 2000 hours. Between these services, the compactor can fail and might need to be repaired 
before resuming to the operation process.   

The compactor is used for smaller road constructions such as sidewalks/pavements/cycle 
paths, parking lots and repairing potholes. Each scenario is included in the lifecycle to retain the 
multifunctionality of the machine. See Figure 3 for an overview of the machine’s lifecycle and relevant 
events during the cycle.  

 

 

3.1.2 Lifecycle performances 
 

The simulation model is designed to cover the entire life cycle of the machine and to capture 
its relevant life cycle performances. The machine interacts with both workers and assistant machines 
during the lifecycle, creating exchange in resources, transportations and waiting times between the 
objects. The events between objects affects each other, giving an overview of the capability of the 
software. The data gathered in the simulation is translated into costs, sustainability parameters (such as 
emissions and water consumption) and guidelines to investigate the model´s realistic (e.g. by looking at 
the fuel consumption for the machine over time spent in the simulation environment, the parameter can 
tell us if the values seems realistic). The considered performances are the total fuel consumption, fuel 
consumption over time, time in operate (busy) versus idle state, time in static versus vibration mode, 
total distance travelled, failure and service statistic, for the machine. 

Figure 3. Lifecycle overview for compactor CC 1000. 
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The total fuel consumption is used to calculate both the energy cost parameter and the CO2 
emission of the machine. The fuel consumption over time is used as guidelines to investigate if the 
values of the fuel consumption are realistic and properly implemented. The time in operate (busy) versus 
idle state are used to visualize the operation hours of the machine per year and to calculate the services 
needed for each years of the lifecycle. The time in static versus vibration mode are used to calculate the 
water consumption, water cost parameter and to elaborate with the idea of replacing the fuel tank with 
batteries. Failure and service statistics are used to calculate the cost parameters of service and 
maintenance. The total distance travelled is used as guidelines and to give an overview of the machine’s 
behaviour. The CO2 emission and cost parameter regarding the transportation are calculated through the 
total distance travelled by the truck. The parameters are presented under chapter 4 Result: Value analysis 
and sustainability assessment, side 46.     
 

3.1.3 Lifecycle approach in simulation environment 
 

The compactor is simulated in the computer-based DES software Simio LLC. The output data 
is gathered though several simulations runs to create an average value for each performance of the 
machine. The duration of the simulation is one year of usage for the machine, since the Net Present 
Value model considers the cost parameters yearly. The machine will start and end each day at the 
company facility. The operation destinations are monthly scheduled in MS Excel and the operations 
available are road construction in sidewalks/pavements/cycle paths, parking lots and pothole repairs. 
The company facility is called Workstation and the operations are named Sidewalk, Parking lot and 
Pothole repairs in the simulation model and in the following chapters of this report. Each day starts with 
a daily service of the compactor. At the end of the day, the compactor will go through a check-up for 
the services depending on the machines operating hours. If the compactor has reached the number of 
hours for any of the services, it needs to go through the specific service before ending the day. The 
compactor can fail during an operation and will require an operator to repair the machine before 
resuming the operation.  

The model is created to illustrate a, as real-life scenario as possible within the frames of this 
thesis. In order to achieve this goal, two pavers, one extra compactor, workers, one truck to transport 
asphalt and one truck to transport the compactor are added. The pavers are used in the sidewalk- and 
parking lot scenario and the extra compactor assists at the parking lot scenario as well. The asphalt truck 
is located at a plant a few kilometres away from the construction sites. The ordinary truck will transport 
the compactor to and from the construction sites. Workers follow a two-shift schedule, including 
holidays.  
 

3.2 Implementation strategy in simulation software 
 
This section presents an overall implementation strategy in the simulation software to get a 

deeper understanding of the model design within the simulation environment. The implementation 
strategy includes a brief description of programmed processes, data variables, structure and events. 
The model visualisation is reinforced with 3D models taken from the model database in the software 
and from 3D warehouse [23]. The events, described in the section, are named 
servers/combiners/separators (for process events), source (for start events) and sink (for end events). 
 

3.2.1 Compactor CC 1000 
 

The main object in the simulation model is the compactor CC1000. The compactor is created 
as a subclass to the object vehicle in the standard library, where its named by default. An object of 
MyVehicle is then created to represent the visualization of the compactor in the simulation environment. 
The object is named Compactor and inherits the same properties as within the subclass. A CAD model 
of the compactor is implemented to give the object its 3D shape. The model can be seen in Figure 47 in 
Appendix. The compactor is designed to travel through a complex looping system built up by a source 
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and multiple servers. To address the feature of having a vehicle to travel through a server, the advanced 
option property Can Transfer In & Out of Objects, must be changed to true. See Figure for 
implementation details in Appendix.  

The simulation will contain multiple workers, each for various purposes during the lifecycle. 
Two of the workers will be the operators of the compactor. The workers will follow a two-shift schedule, 
further explained in the section 3.2.2, page 20. The compactor will require a worker who is available, or 
the compactor will stay in idle state until the worker is available again. When addressing the feature, the 
property of transport logic will have some additional options, see Figure 4 below. These options make 
it possible to choose if the compactor requires a worker to operate it and the specifications of the worker 
needed for the process. 

 

 
The feature is created in the subclass MyVehicle. To start, the following properties, seen in 

Figure 5 below, are added through the definition – properties tab. The category name is changed to 
transport logic in the appearance tab for each added property. The settings make the options visible in 
the model as seen in Figure 4 above. The two prime properties to consider are the Operator Required 
and WorkerObjectType. The property called OperatorRequired is a Boolean property, meaning that it 
only can inherits the value of true or false. The value decides if the compactor needs an operator. The 
value is set to false by default and can be changed in the main model facility. The WorkerObjectType 
describes the size of the category to choose the worker from, in this case the size is specified as a list. 
The list of the workers available can be seen in Table 5, section 3.2.2. See details for each 
implementation in Figure - Figure.  
 

Figure 4. Added options in Transport Logic for the compactor in Simio. 

Figure 5. Added properties in the subclass MyVehicle to require a worker 
to drive the vehicle.  
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The compactor can fail during an operation and will require to be repaired before 
continuing the current event. The fail and repair processes are activated by the Calendar Time Based 
setting of: 

 
Random.Exponential(2000) (hours) (eq.1) 

 
Saying that the compactor probably will fail within 2000 hours in the system. The time to repair the 
compactor is given by the setting of: 
 

Random.Triangular(1,2,4) (days) (eq.2) 
 
The setting implies a common repair time of two days, but the process can take up to 4 days depending 
on how comprehensive the repair is. The processes Compactor_fails and Compactor_Repaired are 
activated when the activity occurs. The processes can be seen in Figure 6 below. The seize and release 
steps call for the current worker, working on the workstation, to be the repairman and then releases it 
from its duty. The worker meets up with the compactor and repairs it. 
 
 

 

3.2.2 Workers 
 

Workers are one of the object classes found in the standard library. Workers has the properties of 
people and can execute human related tasks in the simulation environment, e.g. picking up 
entities/concrete things, operate vehicles, stop or delay assembly lines. The software contains a feature 
called secondary rescores, creating the opportunity to stop an action until the required object, e.g. a 
worker, addresses a desired location. The workers can move in free space or by paths. Networks can be 
applied to control specified movements of the workers.   

The simulation model is designed with 10 workers on a two-shift schedule, 5 at each shift. A 
visualization of the workers in the simulation environment can be seen in Figure 48 in Appendix. The 
worker´s schedule can be seen in Figure 63 in Appendix. The workers move with an average speed of 2 
m/s. The workers are divided into lists in the main model for easy access and the advantage to choose 
between two workers on opposite schedule in the secondary resources. The lists of the workers can be 
seen in Table 5 below and the implementation of the lists can be seen in Figure 5 in Appendix. 

 
Table 5. Worker lists containing worker specifications, shift and details. 

List Worker name Shift Details 

Driver DriverOfCompactorShift1 1 Drives the compactor during 
operations DriverOfCompactorShift2 2 

WorkerAtWorkstation WorkerAtWorkstationShift1 1 

Figure 6. Processes activated when the compactor fails during the 
simulation run.   
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WorkerAtWorkstationShift2 2 Worker located at the 
company facility to support 
service and maintenance 

WorkerPaver WorkerPaverShift1 1 Assistant to pavers on 
operation sites WorkerPaverShift2 2 

WorkerTester TesterShift1 1 Worker responsible for 
testing at parking lot 
scenario 

TesterShift2 2 

WorkerAtSite WorkerShift1 1 Utility-man at operation sites 
WorkerShift2 2 

WorkerAsphalt WorkerAsphaltShift1 1 Worker responsible to lay 
asphalt at pothole repair 
scenario 

WorkerAspahltShift2 2 

 
The simulation provides scenarios where the workers are ending the shift before the compactor 

has finished an operation or needs a service at the end of the day. The workers are then required to work 
late. An add-on process is created to address this feature, as in Figure 7 below. The process is linked to 
the workers in the Add-on Process Triggers - Off shift property. The process begins with a decide step, 
containing: 

 
Math.If(GeneralParkinglot.CurrentCapacity == 0,1,0). (eq.3) 

 
The mathematical statement asks if the compactor has reached the end station of the day. If false, the 
workers on the current shift must work over. The decide steps Mon-Thu? and Fri? asks for the current 
day in the simulation to decide the workers that have to work late, by: 
 

Math.If(DateTime.DayOfWeek(TimeNow) >= 2 && DateTime.DayOfWeek(TimeNow) 
<= 5,1,0),  

(eq.4) 

 
respectively 

 
Math.If(DateTime.DayOfWeek(TimeNow) >= 6 && DateTime.DayOfWeek(TimeNow) 

<= 7,1,0).  
(eq.5) 

 
When the software has decided the current day, the next decide steps asks if the workers are off shift to 
make sure that the workers don´t are on a break during the shift. This is achieved by adding the 
mathematical expression of: 
 

Math.If(DateTime.Hour(TimeNow) <=23 || DateTime.Hour(TimeNow) >=6,1,0) (eq.6) 
 
for Monday to Thursday shifts, and:  
 

Math.If(DateTime.Hour(TimeNow) <=16 || DateTime.Hour(TimeNow) >=6,1,0) (eq.7) 
 

for Friday shifts. The workers corresponding to the requirements gets a changed 
Worker.CapacityChanged  by the wait step in the process. The change is permanent until the compactor 
has reached the end station at the company facility.  
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3.2.3 Assistant machines and vehicles 
 
The machines and vehicles assisting the compactor during the simulation run are two pavers, 

one more compactor, an asphalt truck and a truck for transportation. The visualization of the machines 
and vehicles can be seen in Appendix, Figure 47 – Figure 50.  

The truck, used for transportation, is created as the object vehicle. The purpose of the truck is 
to transport the compactor between the workstation and the operation sites. The truck travels in an 
average speed of 40 km/h. The truck travels through a network called 
TransportToAndFromOperationSites to make sure it´s not departs from the paths. The object vehicle 
can be slightly tricky, because its acting on demand from other objects. The network prevents the truck 
to deviate from the desired paths. The truck has a load – and unload time of 15 minutes and the setting 
of Can Transfer In & Out of Objects to true. 

The asphalt truck is, as well, created as the object vehicle. It´s located at a plant, 4 km from 
the workstation. The truck travels in free space and delivers asphalt to the sidewalk and parking lot 
operations. The truck has the average speed of 50 km/h. The truck parks at the plant when it’s not needed. 
The truck is traveling on demand, called by the paver at the operation sites.  

The sidewalk and parking lot operations use a paver to lay down asphalt during compaction. 
The paver is created as the object entity and has an average speed of 0,18 km/h. The paver travels from 
a source, along events to a sink. Each time the paver reaches the sink, it´s destroyed and created at the 
source again. This is made by the settings as Arrival Mode, On Event, Trigger Event Name 
Input@’NameOfSink’.Exited.  

The parking lot operation is using another compactor to illustrate how two compactors can 
collaborate during operation of larger areas. The compactor is created as the object Entity to facilitate 
the implementation. As mentioned, vehicles acting on demand, can make collaboration unnecessary 
complex in this case. The compactor is set to adapt the same speed as the compactor CC1000 during the 
operation. The compactor moves through the system with the same strategy as for the paver.    
 

Figure 7. Process for workers when off shift. The workers continue to work if the compactor isn’t 
finished. 
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3.2.4 Workstation 
 
An overview of the simulation model is presented in Figure 9 below. The workstation is 

located to the left in the figure. The operations are oriented to the right, where the sidewalk operation is 
in the top, the parking lot operation in the middle and the pothole repairs operation in the bottom of the 
figure. A truck transports the compactor on the roadway, through a roundabout, to the desired operation 
site and then back to the workstation during the workers shifts. The length of the path between the 
workstation and operation sites are 7 km. The workstation is designed with a company facility, two 
service houses, a test area for testing the breaks of the compactor and a parking lot. The compactor starts 
the simulation run from a source and end each day at the general parking lot outside the company facility. 
See Figure 8 for a visual view of the workstation in the simulation environment.   

 

Figure 8. Overview of the Workstation in the simulation environment. Each label represents 
objects and events at the station. The facility is located in the top left, the daily service in the 
top middle, the test area for breaks to the top right, the general Parkinglot in the bottom to the 
right and the service house to the bottom left.   
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The compactor starts at the event Workstation. See Figure 8 for the orientation of the events 

in the simulation environment. Only one compactor is created at the source for the entire simulation run. 
The compactor is then moving to the event DailyService, where the Service kit 10 h is performed, see 
Table 2 in section 1.5. The processing time for the service is: 

 
Random.Triangular(15,20,60) (minutes), (eq.8) 

 
meaning that the average time is 20 minutes. A secondary resource is added at the event by the settings 
Select from List, WorkerAtWorkstation, To node, WorkerAtDailyService. The compactor waits at the 
service house until the worker has arrived and performs the service. During the service, the fuel tank is 
refilled to 23 litres, by adding a state assignment to the level state variable called 
MyVehicle.FuelRemining. The association with MyVehicle must be applied in the settings to 
communicate with the subclass of the compactor. More about the fuel implementation can be seen in 
section 3.2.8.1, page 39. The compactor then travels further to test the breaks on the path between the 
two events TestBreakStart and TestBreakEnd. The distance of the path is 50 meters long. The same 
worker follows the compactor during the test, which is included in the daily service of the compactor.  

When the daily service is completed, the compactor reaches a combiner event named 
TransportToConstruction. A Boolean state variable called NeedTruck1 is created with a default value 
false. When the compactor enters the event, the value is set to true, telling the truck to start and pick up 
the compactor at the event by the process called DecideToGoToSite. See Figure 10 below. The decide 
step in process has the settings of: 

 
NeedTruck1 == True. (eq.9) 

 
The truck is set in delay until the statement is true. When true, the compactor and truck are traveling to 
the desired construction site together. The truck is created each 24 hours at a source named Soruce1 and 
destroyed at a sink named Sink1 at the end of each day. The process for setting the desired operation is 
further explained in section 3.3.1, page 42.   

 
 

Figure 9. Overview of the simulation model in simulation environment. The company facility can be 
seen to the far left in the figure and the operation sites to the far right. The sites are orientated as 
sidewalk, parking lot respectively pothole repairs for the top to the bottom. The grey label in the center 
of the figure shows, while the simulation runs, the current operation site of the day.    
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When the compactor reaches the end at each operation site, it asked to stay at the site to 

redo the operation or to go back to the workstation. In each operation, a process called 
DecideNewCase_Time_Sidewalk, DecideNewCase_Time_Parkinglot respectively 
DecideNewCase_Time_Pothole, is activated. The process is the same for each case, thus the orientation, 
i.e. nodes, in the processes differs. The processes have the structure as Figure 11 below. Firstly, a decide 
step containing the mathematical expression of:  

 
Math.If(DateTime.DayOfWeek(TimeNow) == 6 && DateTime.Hour(TimeNow) >= 

14,1,0) 
(eq.10) 

 
asks is the current day is Friday and if the day is leading to an end. If false, the process knows that the 
current day is some day between Monday to Thursday. The mathematical expression, asking if the day 
between Monday and Thursday is leading to an end, is used: 
 

Math.If(DateTime.Hour(TimeNow) >= 20,1,0) (eq.11) 
 
If false again, the compactor has time to re-do the operation again. If some of the mathematical 
statements are true, the compactor is told to go home to the workstation by truck. 
 

The compactor and truck have now arrived back at the wokrstation, after the operation, 
to the event DecideIfService1. The truck goes direcly to the sink, orientated at the parkinglot area. The 
compactor initializes a process called IfServicehouse, seen in Figure 12 below. The process aims to 
detect if the compactor has reached any service depending on the operation hours. This is made by the 
decide step:  

Math.If((MyVehicle.Compactor_IdleBusy_State.Totaltime(1)- Counter_Service50) >= 
50,1,0). 

(eq.12) 

 

Figure 11. End process at each construction site, telling the 
compactor to redo the operation again or to go back to the 
workstation. 
 

Figure 10. Process calling for the truck to 
transport the compactor to desired construction 
site. 
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The variable MyVehicle.Compactor_IdleBusy_State.Totaltime(1) is further described in section 3.2.8.2, 
page 40. The variable tracks the time the compactor has been in a busy mode during the entire 
simulation. The Counter_Service50 is a real state variable, counting the time from 0 – 50 hours. The 
compactor has to complete a service kit each 50th  operating hour. By substracting the counter value to 
the total time, the time in a busy state for the specific day can be reveald. If the compactor has been in 
a busy state more then 50 hours, the statement is true and the compactor travels to the event 
ServiceHouse. The counter is then given a new value by adding 50. If the event statement is false, the 
compactor travels to the event GeneralParkinglot and ends the day.  
 

At the event ServiceHourse, the compactor initiates another process called SelectService 
seen in Figure 13 below. The real state variable named SelectServiceCounter is created with the defalut 
value 0. The counter keeps track of the current service schedule for the compactor. See the service 
schedule in Table 2 in section 1.5, page 9. Each time the compactor exits the event, which occurs each 
time the compactor has been in a busy state for 50 hours or more, the variable adds the number 1 
(representing 50 hours). The equation of each service kit is then calculated as following: 

 
SelectServiceCounter = 5 : Perform Service kit 250 (eq.13) 

SelectServiceCounter = 10 : Perform Service kit 500 
 

(eq.14) 

SelectServiceCounter = 15 : Perform Service kit 750 
 

(eq.15) 

SelectServiceCounter = 20 : Perform Service kit 1000 
 

(eq.16) 

SelectServiceCounter = 25 : Perform Service kit 1250 
 

(eq.17 

SelectServiceCounter = 30 : Perform Service kit 1500 
 

(eq.18) 

SelectServiceCounter = 35 : Perform Service kit 1750 
 

(eq.19) 

SelectServiceCounter = 40 : Perform Service kit 2000 
 

(eq.20) 

The decide steps all have a similar settings of: 

SelectServiceCounter == 5 
 

(eq.21) 

If the statement is true, the compactor is set in delay for the specific service kit. Notify 
that the simulation run of one month is´nt sufficient to cover all service kits. However, the 
implementation of the kits give the opportunity to change the counter to a desired time of the lifecycle, 
e.g. setting the SelectServiceCounter = 10 jumps the simulation forward to time the compactor has been 
in busy state for 500 hours.   

Figure 12. Process detecting if the compactor requires a service at 
the end of the day.  
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The compactor ends the day at the event GeneralParkinglot. The compactor will be 

parked at the event until a new day starts. The process DelayOverNight, seen in Figure 14 is activated 
to keep the compactor at the location. The decide step contains the matematical expresstion of: 

 
Math.If(DateTime.DayOfWeek(TimeNow) >= 2 && DateTime.DayOfWeek(TimeNow) 
<= 6 && DateTime.Hour( TimeNow ) >=6 && DateTime.Hour(TimeNow) <=12,1,0), 

(eq.22) 

 
telling the compactor to wait until the simulation time is 6 o´clock. The assign steps is used to set the 
compator into delay or travelling mode by the assosiation to MyVechicle.CurrentCapacity. The day then 
starts over and the compactor starts the day at the daily service.  
 
 

  

3.2.5 Operation Sidewalk 
 
The operation starts when the compactor reaches the destination by truck. The compactor is 

released and starts the events created in a set-up area. In this area, a paver is told to start to operate and 
to wait for the asphalt truck to deliver material. Workers are told to block the sidewalk at the site and to 
prepair for the operation. The compactor and paver are then working one section at a time until all three 

Figure 13. Process of detecting and performing the 
needed service for the compactor.  

Figure 14. Process called DelayOverNight, setting the compactor in 
delay over the night at the general parking lot at the workstation. 
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sections are completed. Each section contains the proper amount of length suitable for the given 
compactor and paver. The compactor is told, in the beginning of section 1, the amount of vibration and 
static passes needed of the sections. Between each section, workers are told to prepair for the next section 
ahead. When all three sections are done, the compactor is asked to do the operation again or to go back 
to the workstation to end the day. The compactor decides to go back to the workstation, by truck, if the 
workday is leading to an end. If the day ends before the compactor has finished the operation, the 
workers are told to work over until done. A simple flowchart of the operation can be seen in Figure 15. 
 
 

 
The set-up area is where the compactor and paver start the day of the operation. See a 

vizualization of the set-up area in Figure 17 below. The compactor and truck start by traveling through 
the event CompactorAtSidewalk. In the event, a worker is told to go to the node SetUpSidewalk before 
the vechicels can travel though. This is done by adding a secondary resources with the settings Select 
from List, WorkerAtSite, To node, SetUpSidewalk. At the event output, the paver is told to start. This is 
made by first adding a real state variable in the main model called TellPaverToStart with the default 
value 0. The number is then changed to 1 at the event output. The compactor and truck are then moving 
to the next event, a separator, named Separator9. The compactor is released by the truck and they now 
follow separate paths. The truck moves to the end of the whole operation to a combiner named 
TransrportfromSidewalk, where it will wait until the compactor needs to travel back to the workstation. 
The compactor continues to the next event, a combiner called Section1. The combiner prevents the 
compactor to start the first section without the paver.  

Meanwhile the compactor travels thought these events, the paver was told to start. The paver 
is created by the source SorucePaverSidewalk, each time the operation starts and destroys when the 
three sections are finished. The paver travels thought the events and reaches a sink called 
SinkPaverSidewalk. The source has the settings of On Event and triggers by the Trigger Event Name 
Input@SinkPaverSidewalk.Exited. The setting tells the source to produce a new paver each time the 
paver gets destroyed by the sink. When created, the paver waits at the output of the source until the 
value of TellPaverToStart is detected as 1. The action is triggered through the process 
TellPaverToStartAtSiteSidewalk seen in Figure 16. The decide step has the mathematical expression of:  

 
Math.If(TellPaverToStart = = 1, 1, 0) (eq.23) 

 
If the s is true, the paver moves along to the next event, otherwise the paver is set into a delay until the 
statement is true.  
 

Figure 15. Flowchart of the sidewalk operation. 
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As mentioned, the compactor told the paver to start, and the paver moves to the next event 

PaverAtSiteSidewalk. The processing time for this event is decided as: 
 

Random.Triangular(30,40,60) (minutes). (eq.24) 
 
The event also requiers a secondary resourses with the settings Select from List, WorkerPaver, To node, 
SetUpSidewalk. The worker needs to reach the node and prepare the site before the paver moves further. 
The paver is then traveling to the event PaverWaitForAspahlt with the processing time of: 
 

Random.Triangular(12,15,20) (minutes). (eq.25) 
 
The event requires a secondary resourses with the settings Specifik, AsphaltTruck, To node, 
LeaveAsphaltSidewalk, telling the asphalttruck to deliver material, i.e. asphalt, to the paver. The 
asphalttruck is traveling to the location with the material extracted fom the plant 4 km from the site. The 
paver is then reaching the same destination as the compactor and the first section can begin.  
 

 
 Figure 17. Set-up area for the sidewalk operation. 

Figure 16. Process, telling the paver in the operation 
to wait or to start the operation. 
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Section 1 – 3 are based on the same structure, the only differences are the beginning of 

section 1 and the end at section 3. Therefore, only section 1 is described in this section and the deviation 
steps will be mentioned at the end of the section. See a visualization of section 1, in the simulation 
environment, in Figure 18 above. Section 1 starts when the compactor and paver both reaches the 
combiner event Section1. The combiner prevents the vehicles to travel further until both has arrived. 
The event has the processing time of: 

 
Random.Triangular(60,100,120) (minutes). (eq.26) 

 
The time is set to give the workers time to collaborate during the process, time for needed testing, visual 
checks or unexpected delays. The event also requires a secondary resource with the settings Select from 
List, WorkerAtSite, To node, GetStartedSidewalk1. In this event, the number of passes needed to achieve 
a desired finish is randomly decided. The value of vibration passes needed, is given by the setting of: 
 

Math.Round(Random.Uniform(2, 4)) (eq.27) 
 
to the real state variable named Random_NumberOfPasses. The value of static passes needed, is given 
by the settings of: 
 

Math.Round(Random.Triangular(1,2,2)) (eq.28) 
 
to the real state variable named Random_NumberOfPasses_Static. These values are overwritten each 
time the compactor starts section 1. The compactor and paver are then traveling together as one group 
to the separator event called Separator1. The separator releases the compactor from the paver and the 
compactor initiates a process called WaitForPaverToFinish. The process only contains a delay step, 
telling the compactor to what for the paver to lay down asphalt, with the approximate time of 13 minutes. 
Meanwhile, the paver travels through a path of 40 meters, laying down asphalt, until reaching the next 
section by addressing the combiner event Section2.  

After processing, the compactor travels to the event Server_Section1Left. Between the 
current and next event, Server_Section1Right, the compactor is preforming the vibration and static 
passes. Each section is 3 x 40 meters square. The compactor has a drum of 1 meter, which results in 
three parallel runs along the sidewalk for each pass. See section 1.5, page 9, for compaction strategy. 
The path is therefore created to be 120-meter-long and orientated as a zicksack line between the two 
events. In the event Server_Section1Left, the compactor initiates the process called Section1Left seen 
in Figure 19. The process starts by assigning a vibration speed to the compactor by the setting of: 

 
Speed[1].VibrationSpeed (eq.29) 

 
to the state variable name called MyVehicle.DesiredSpeed. The first decide step asks if the vibration 
passes are finished by the mathematical expression of: 
 

Math.If(Counter_NumberOfPasses >= Random_NumberOfPasses,1,0). 
 

(eq.30) 

 

Figure 18. Section 1 in the sidewalk operation. 
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The expression asks if the number of passes counted during the operation is higher or equal to the needed 
number of passes. If false, the compactor continues the passes in vibration mode to the event 
Server_Section1Right. If true, the compactor is asked if the static passes also are finished by the 
mathematical expression of: 
 

Math.If(Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static >= Random_NumberOfPasses_Static,1,0). 
 

(eq.31) 

If false, the compactor is assigned a static speed by the setting of: 
 

Speed[1].StaticSpeed 
 

(eq.32) 

and continues in static mode to event Server_Section1Right. If the expression is true, the compactor 
moves to the next section to meet up with the paver. The event Server_Section1Right contains a similar 
process, named Section1Right, seen in Figure 19. There are two differences in the processes. Firstly, the 
assign step is removed, due to the already assigned vibration speed by the earlier process. Secondly, the 
compactor is instructed to travel back to the earlier event Server_Section1Left if the passes aren´t 
completed. The compactor continues to travel thought these two events until the counted passes equals 
the needed ones.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

The completed passes are counted in Real State Variables named 
Counter_NumberOfPasses for the vibration passes and Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static for the static 
passes. The counters are assigned before the compactor exiting the paths between the events. By 
assigning the counters on the paths, the counters have the time to add the current pass made before 
addressing the event. The Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static gets a new value by the mathematical 
expression of:  

 
Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static = Math.If(Counter_NumberOfPasses >= 

Random_NumberOfPasses, Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static +1, 
Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static +0) 

(eq.33) 

 

Figure 19. Processes of the movements of the compactor during operation on a 
zicksack path.  
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And the variable Counter_NumberOfPasses by the setting of: 
 

Counter_NumberOfPasses = Counter_NumberOfPasses + 1 
 

(eq.34) 

It´s important to give the counter of static passes its value first, because the expression is asking the 
counter if the vibration passes are done. If they aren´t, the static counter is on hold. If the vibration 
counter is added before the static counter is asked, a pass in vibration mode would be skipped. The 
needed - and counted passes are visualized in the simulation environment as in Figure 20 below.  
 

   
Section 2 and 3 are structured the same as for section 1. The counters are reset between 

the steps and at the end of the operation. The destinations in the processes is customized for each section. 
The workers travel along the sections as for section 1. Section 3 ends at the combiner event named 
EndOrContinue and resets the value of TellPaverToStart to 0. The compactor and paver travel together 
to the next separator, where the paver goes further to SinkPaverSidewalk and the compactor enters the 
event DecideCaseSidewalk. The event has the processing time of 30 minutes where in practice the 
workers can meet up and collaborate. The compactor initiates a process called 
DecideNewCase_Time_Sidewalk, described in detail in section 3.2.4, page 23. If the day leads to an 
end the compactor travels to the combiner event called TransportfromSidewalk, is picked up by the 
truck and travels back to the workstation. If there is time left, the compactor travels back to the event 
Section1 and the variable TellPaverToStart is assign the value 1. The paver then starts form the 
beginning and has to wait for workers and the asphalt truck before operating. See Figure 21 for a 
visualization of the end of the operation.   

 
 

Figure 20. Visualization of the needed, respectively conducted passes in vibration and static mode.  
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3.2.6 Operation Parking lot 
 

The parking lot operation starts when the compactor and truck reach the construction site at a 
set-up area. The compactor waits at the area for the workers to prepare for the upcoming operation and 
to block the area to operate. The compactor tells the paver to start and the paver waits for the asphalt 
truck to deliver material from a plant approximately 4 km from the site. The compactor and paver then 
start by performing a test stripe where asphalt is laid down by the paver and compacted by the compactor. 
The area to test is located next to the area to operate. The test is made to ensure the needed passes for 
the operation before starting any larger operation. The passes are randomly generated before the test and 
the workers are continually looking at the compacted area until they are pleased with the outcome. When 
the test is completed, the paver, the main compactor and an extra compactor start the operation on the 
parking lot. The operation is similar to one of the preformed sections in the sidewalk operation. The 
both compactors travel, side by side, in a zicksack path on the area to operate. One of the compactors 
starts ahead to achieve a desired motion for the entire operation. When the operation is finished, the 
compactor can redo the operation with the assistant machines or go back to the workstation by truck if 
the day leads to an end. When starting the operation again, the paver needs to wait for the asphalt truck 
to deliver new material. Notify that the test stripe only is performed once, when the day starts. See Figure 
22 for an overview of the construction site.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 21. Section 3 in the sidewalk operation.  

Figure 22. Overview of the parking lot operation site.  
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The operation starts at the set-up area, when the truck and compactor reach the event 

CompactorAtSiteParkinglot. The event has the processing time of: 
 

Random.Triangular(30,45,120) (minutes) (eq.35) 
 

and requires a secondary recourse with the settings Select from List, WorkerAtSite, To node, 
SetUpForParkinglot. The time is used for the workers who e.g. block the area to operate and meet up 
for collaboration during the process. The truck releases the compactor at the separator event called 
Separator10 and moves to the end of the operation at the combiner event TransportFromParkinglot. The 
compactor travels further to the event WaitForWorker with the processing time of: 
 

Random.Triangular(15,20,35) (minutes). (eq.36) 
 
In the event, the random number of passes needed for the test stripe is randomly assigned. This is made 
by adding a new variable, created as a real state variable, Random_NumberTestStripe. The variable gets 
a new number by the setting of (sets the random number to be generated between the value of 2 and 6): 
 

Math.Round(Random.Uniform(2 ,6)). (eq.37) 
 

The compactor is then leaving the set-up area and reaches the test stripe operation, see 
Figure 23 above. The compactor triggers an assignment to the paver, on the path to the next event. The 
paver is told to start. A real state variable named TellPaverPark1ToStart initiates the value 1. The default 
value is set to 0, preventing the paver to start without permission. The paver starts at the site from a 
source named SourcePaverParkinglot1. At the source output, the process TellPaver1ToSTartParkinglot 
is activated. The process holds the same structure as in Figure 16 in section 3.2.5, starting at page 27. 
The paver is the traveling to the event called Paver1AtSiteParkinglot, where the paver aware presents 
in the operation. The paver is then moving further to the event FillAsphaltPaver1. The paver waits in 
the event for the asphalt truck to deliver asphalt by a secondary recourse with the settings Specific, 
AsphaltTruck, To node, LeaveAsphaltPaverParkinglot. The asphalt truck is leaving asphalt for the paver 
from the plant. The process DecideCaseForPaverParkinglot is then activated in the event. See Figure 24 
below. A Boolean state variable named TellPaverToStartParkinglot is created with the default value 
false. The process is used for deciding the orientation for the truck. The desired orientation is to start 
with the test stripe and when the operation starts again, at the same day, the paver shall start with the 
parking lot directly. This is made by the decide step and following setting of: 

 
TellPaverToStartParkingLot == True. (eq.38) 

 
The value of the variable is set to true when the test stripe is performed. If true, the paver moves directly 
to the parking lot. Otherwise, the paver starts with the test stripe. The value is reset to false when the 
compactor leaves the operation site.     
  

Figure 23. Overview of the test stripe area, performed by the paver, compactor and workers.  
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Figure 24. Process telling the orientation of the paver at the parking lot operation. 

 
Now the compaction of the test stripe can begin. Both the paver and compactor reach the combiner event 
TestStripe, which ensures that the two machines start at the same time. They are then separated at the 
separator event called Separator6. The process WaitForPaverToFinishParkinglot activates for the 
compactor at the event output, telling the compactor to wait until the paver has started to lay asphalt. 
The time is set to approximately 13 minutes. The compactor is then starting the test stripe by the event 
StartTestStripe. The event holds a secondary recourse with the settings Select from list, WorkerTester, 
To node, LookAtTest. The compactor is then compacting the stripe by the same method used in the 
pothole repairs operation. See Figure 29 for the process and section 3.2.6 stating page 36 for a detailed 
implementation strategy. The process is called TestStripeParkinglot in this operation. The only 
difference for the test stripe operation, is that it only contains one counter, named Counter_TestStripe. 
Only the number of vibration passes are counted due to the aim of only showing how the test can be 
performed. The compactor travels between the events StartTestStripe and EndTestStripe, until done. 
The stripe has a length of 17 meters, representing two parking sports with extra free space. Each time 
the compactor enters the EndTestStripe a worker looks at the surface by the secondary recourse of Select 
from list, WorkerTester, To node, LookAtTest2. Then the desired vibration passes are achieved, the 
compactor meets up with the paver at the combiner event TestStripeComplete. The event holds a 
processing time of: 
 

Random.Triangular(30,40,60) (minutes) (eq.39) 
 
 
Another worker is required to look at the test phase by a secondary recourse with the settings Select 
from list, TesterShift1, To node, LookAtTest2. The compactor and paver now travel together to the event 
WaitForWorkerToComplete. The event holds the secondary recourse with the settings Select from list, 
WorkerTester, To node, CompleteTesting. In the event, the random number of vibration and static 
passes, Random_NumberOfPasses resp. Random_NumberOfPasses_Static, needed for the parking lot 
area are generated as well. This is made by the settings of: 
 

Math.Round(Random.Triangular(2,4,6)) resp. Math.Round(Random.Uniform(1,2)) 
 

(eq.40) 

 
The variables are created in section 3.2.5, describing the sidewalk operation. The next section is 
briefly explained due to its complexity. The parking lot operation contains multiple server -, combiner 
- and separator events to achieve the collaboration of all three machines. The operation is however 
very similar to the operation sidewalk. The movements in the parking lot scenario is actually the same 
as for the process seen in Figure 19, for each section in the sidewalk operation. The difference is that 
it´s now two compactors, traveling side by side, using the same operation structure. The number of 
passes is counted, for both compactors, using the same variables created in the sidewalk operation 
(where two more are added for the extra machine and holding the same structure as for static and 
vibration mode). The surface operated on in the parking lot has the dimensions of 50 x 6 meters. Each 
parking spot has the dimensions of 17 x 2,5 meters, where free space between the spots are added. 

The paver starts the operation by laying down asphalt. The paver moves directly to the 
sink SinkPaverParkinglot when done. The both compactors wait approximately 13 minutes before 
starting by the triggered process WaitForPaverToFinishParkinglot. One of the compactors is starting a 
few meters before the other to achieve a good collaboration process. The extra compactor is told to start, 
as in the same way as for the paver. The compactor the starts from a source and travels directly to the 
area to operate. It told to start when the compactor and paver moves together from the completed test 
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stripe. When all compaction passes are completed, the compactor is asked to do the operation again by 
the event DecideNewCaseParkinglot. The process DecideNewCase_Time_Parkinglot is triggered, 
explained in Figure 13, in section 3.2.4. If the day leads to an end, the compactor travels back to the 
workstation by truck. If there is time left, the compactors can do the operation again. If the operation is 
done again, the paver will have to wait for the asphalt truck to deliver new material. The extra compactor 
is told to either go to the sink SinkExtraCompactor or to redo the operation and follows the main 
compactor back to the start of the operation. The number of passes, for both the test stripe and the 
parking lot, are visualized in the simulation environment as in Figure 25. 

 

 

3.2.7 Operation Pothole repairs 
 
The operation contains three pothole repairs along a road. The road is a few kilometres long 

and the potholes occur unevenly on the road. The events for each pothole repair contain the same 
structure. Therefore, only the first pothole repair is explained in detail. The settings differing for the 
pothole repairs are mentioned at the end of this section. See Figure 26 to Figure 28 for an overview of 
the three sections. 

 
 

 
Figure 26. Overview of pothole operation section 1. 

Figure 25. Visualization of the number of passes needed and performed in the parking lot operation.  
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The operation starts when the compactor and truck arrive at the event 

CompactorAtSitePothole. The event contains a secondary recourse with the settings Select from List, 
WorkerAtSite, To Node, SetUpPothole. The compactor and truck will wait until the worker arrives to 
the location and prepares the road for the upcoming operation. The compactor and truck are then 
traveling together to a separator event called Separator11, where the compactor is released from the 
truck. The truck moves all the way to the end of the operation, to a combiner event called 
TransportFromPothole. The truck will wait at the event until the compactor needs to travel back to the 
workstation.  

The compactor travels to the next event in the operation called StartOperationPothole1. The 
event generates the random number of passes needed for the pothole repairs. The real state variables, as 
in the sidewalk and parking lot operations, called Random_NumberOfPasses and 
Random_NumberOfPasses_Static are given the values by the settings of: 

 
Math.Round(Random.Triangular(2,2,4)) resp. 

Math.Round(Random.Triangular(1,1,2)). 
(eq.41) 

 
The event also requires a worker to fill and prepare the upcoming pothole with asphalt, by assigning a 
secondary recourse with the settings Select from list, WorkerAsphalt, To Node, FillPothole1. Then the 
worker has finished the tasks, the compactor arrives at the event Pothole1Start. The pothole is located 
somewhere on a 10 meters long path between the two events, Pothole1Start and Pothole1End.  In the 
event Pothole1End, the process named Pothole1Passes is activated, seen in Figure 29 below. The process 
is similar to the processes seen in the sidewalk operation. Firstly, an assign step gives the compactor a 
vibration speed by the setting of: 
 

Speed[1].VibrationSpeed (eq.42) 
 

Figure 28. Overview of pothole operation section 3. 

Figure 27. Overview of pothole operation section 2. 
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to the state variable name called MyVehicle.DesiredSpeed. The first decide step is then using the 
following mathematical expression of: 
 

Math.If(Counter_NumberOfPasses >= Random_NumberOfPasses,1,0), (eq.43) 
 
to ask if the number of vibration passes are completed. If false, the compactor moves back to 
Pothole1Start to continuing in vibration mode. If the expression is true, the next decide step asks it the 
number of static passes are completed by the next expression: 
 

Math.If(Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static >= Random_NumberOfPasses_Static,1,0). 
 

(eq.44) 

If false, the compactor is assigned a static speed by the setting of:  
 

Speed[1].StaticSpeed 
 

(eq.45) 

and moves back to Pothole1Start to continuing in static mode. If the expression is true, the compactor 
travels directly to the next pothole operation at the event PreparePothole2. Notify that an assignment on 
the first event is made, by setting the compactor in vibration mode to ensure the first vibration pass. The 
same real state variables, Counter_NumberOfPasses and Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static, are used in 
this operation to count the number of passes done by the compactor at the current time. The counters are 
assigned before the compactor exists the path between the events. The static counter must be given its 
value before the vibration counter to prevent an extra pass for the compactor. The 
Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static gets its new value by the setting of:  
 

Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static = Math.If(Counter_NumberOfPasses >= 
Random_NumberOfPasses, Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static +1, 

Counter_NumberOfPasses_Static +0). 

(eq.46) 

 
The Counter_NumberOfPasses gets its new value by the setting of: 
 

Counter_NumberOfPasses = Counter_NumberOfPasses + 1. 
 

(eq.47) 

 

 
 The compactor now reaches the event PreparePothole2 and can start a new reparation. 
The counters are resets at each event PreparePothole1 – 3. The number of passes needed are the same 
for the entire operation. When the compactor has completed all three reparations, the compactor reaches 
the event OperationPotholeComplete. The event has a processing time of: 
 

Random.Triangular(1,1.5,2) (hours) (eq.48) 
 
 

Figure 29. Process giving the compactor the orientation during operation of a straight line.  
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where the workers in practice can e.g. meet up, collaborate, remove barriers on the road. The compactor 
is then traveling further to the event DecideNewCasePothole, with the processing time of: 
 

Random.Triangular(10,15,30) (minutes). (eq.49) 
 
The time is used as time for decision making, for the workers to have a short break and to decide the 
new orientation. The process called DecideNewCase_Time_Pothole is triggered, telling the compactor 
to do the operation again or to go back to the workstation. The process is described in detail in section 
3.2.4 and seen in Figure 11. If the day leads to an end, the compactor enters the same combiner event 
TransportFromPothole as the truck and travels back to the workstation. If there is time left, the 
compactor travels to the event StartOperationPothole1 and starts the operation again. 

 

3.2.8 Lifecycle performances and data capture in simulation model  

3.2.8.1 Fuel consumption 
 

The fuel consumption is implemented to estimate the total consumption and consumption over 
time for the machine. The total fuel consumption is later used in the NPV model and sustainability 
profile of the compactor. The consumption over time gives the opportunity to discover then the machine 
needs to be refilled with diesel and how the fuel tank level behaves during operation. 

The total fuel consumption is estimated during the simulation run with regard to the fuel 
consumption over time parameter. The parameter of fuel consumption over time, is implemented by a 
several steps, all done in the subclass of MyVehicle. Firstly, the three monitors, 
MovementRateChanged, MonitorFullTank and MonitorEmptyTank, are created, as seen in Figure 59 in 
Appendix.  Each with the specified implementation seen in Figure 59 to Figure 61 in Appendix. A level 
state variable is created and named FuelRemaining. The initial value is set to 23 litres, representing the 
volume of a full tank. The following processes, seen in Figure 30, is activated by the monitors during 
the simulation run. The process called Refuel activates when the fuel level has dropped to 1 litre. The 
current capacity of the compactor is then set to 0, meaning that the compactor is now standing still and 
starts to refuel until the tank is full. When the tank again reaches 23 litres, the process Fulltank is 
activated, setting the current capacity to 1, telling the compactor to continue. The process 
OnMovementRateChanged, is activated each time the compactor changes speed. The fuel is then ticking 
down the number of litres/hours for the current speed. The decide steps in the process 
OnMovementRateChanged all look similar, using the setting of: 

 
Movement.Rate == ´speed´, (eq.50) 

 
for each mode of the compactor, i.e. initial, static and vibration. Notify that the speeds have to be 
implemented directly into the process. Unfortunately, the process hade troubling connecting to an 
external list. The assign steps for the process assigns the variable FuelRemaining.Rate its new value in 
litres/hour. The values also had to be implemented directly, due to the same problem in the software. 
The rates were calculated to 5,606 l/h for the initial mode, 4,68 l/h for the vibration mode and 5,45 l/h 
for the static mode, further explained in the case study section 1.5, page 9.  
 A visualization of the current fuel rate, connected to the compactor, is created as a label 
in the animation property for the compactor. The settings for visualization are Current symbol Index - 
MyVehicle.ResourceState, Dynamic Label Text – MyVehicle.FuelRemaining. The rate can also be seen 
in the simulation environment as a barometer seen in Figure 31 below. Its created thought a circular 
gauge connected to the compactor. It contains the variable FuelRemaining. 
 The total fuel consumption is assigned during the estimation of the consumption over 
time in the simulation. Each time the tank is refilled, a real state variable called TotalFuelCon is added 
with the value 23, representing a full tank. In the end of the simulation run the value 23 – ´current fuel 
tank´ is added for including the current fuel level in the tank.  
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3.2.8.2 Time duration in different modes (operate (busy), idle, vibration, static, failure) 
 
The time in operate (busy)/idle –, vibration/static – and failur mode are all gathered thought 

the same technique in the model. Therefore, only busy/idle mode is explained in this section.  
The time is busy versus idle state is implemented thorugh the subclass of MyVehicle. A 

monitor named Monitor_IdleBusyState is created, with the same settings as seen in Figure 60 in 
Appendix. It holds the settings of the level state variable named Movement.Rate of 
DiscreteStateChange. The monitor detecs when the compacor changed it´s current capacity. The monitor 

Figure 30. Processes for the fuel consumption over time. 

Figure 31. Visualization of the fuel 
consumption in the simulation 
environment. 
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triggers a process called TriggerMovement, seen in Figure 32 below. Firstly, before looking into the 
process, a list string variable named Compactor_IdleBusy_State is created. It holds the defalut value of 
busy because the compactor is in motion at the start of the simulation. The variable is connected to a list 
named CompactorState. The string list describes the state idle as the value 0 and the state busy as the 
value 1. The process is using this variable to decide the current state of the compactor. The process holds 
a decide step with the following setting of:  

 
Movement.Rate ==0. (eq.51) 

 
If true, the variable inherits the value 0. Otherwise, the value 1.  
 

 
In the main model, a status pie connected to the comapctor is created with the following settings of: 
 

Compactor_IdleBusy_State.TotalTime(0) – Idle, (eq.52) 
 

Compactor_IdleBusy_State.TotalTime(1) – Busy. (eq.53) 
 
The settings tells the time the compactor is in the two states. A chart containing the idle - and busy 
states is vizualised in the model facility as Figure 33 below.  
  

3.2.8.3 Total distance travelled 
 
The total distance travelled by the compactor over time is saved by the TotalDistanceTraveled 

variable already existing in the software. This variable simplifies the implementation for the creator, 
who only has to call for the variable when needing it. The variable, however, needs the model to be 

Figure 32. Process of the time in idle versus busy state for 
the compactor. 

Figure 33. Visualization of the idle versus 
busy state in the simulation environment. 
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structured in the right desired scale to show a realistic output. The length of each path is assumed in the 
model to achieve the criteria.    

3.2.8.4 Service and maintenance 
 
Each service kit has an associated Boolean variable, which declares to true when the specific 

service is performed. The variable gets its new value within the process SelectService, seen in Figure 
13 in section 3.2.4. The time in failure mode for the compactor is captured as in section 3.2.8.2. The 
number of failures is captured by a real state variable, adding the value +1, if the machine requires to be 
repaired within the process seen in Figure 6, section 3.2.1. 

 

3.3 Application programming interface 
 

3.3.1 Data transfer from MS Excel 
 
The model is created to encourage the external user of the model, e.g. company or other 

stakeholder, to participate in the decision making in the usage of the machine. This feature is created to 
give an example of how the criteria can be achieved. A data transfer from example the software MS 
Excel gives the opportunity to enables input data from sources other than the creator him-/herself. Notify 
that the extension of this feature in unlimited but due to the time limitation of this thesis only one 
example is adapted. The example is showing how a schedule created in MS Excel can be transferred 
into Simio. 

The possibility to create data transfers between the two software, i.e. Simio and MS Excel, is 
made by an application programming interface, API, which can be seen as the communication 
component between the programs. The schedule, seen in Figure 34 below, is implemented in MS Excel. 
The schedule contains a yearly operation schedule. Each day can be scheduled by clicking on the 
Operation next to the day, and choosing the operation from the list, as seen in the figure. The operations 
are listed to the top middle in the figure, containing Sidewalk, Parkinglot and Pothole. The amount of 
each operation in the scheduled can be seen to the far right. A chart is also created to show the upcoming 
operations in fraction. Before stating the simulation, the user can schedule the upcoming month. The 
file has to be saved before the simulation can run.     

Figure 34. Data transfer from MS Excel into Simio. 
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In the simulation software, the process named Process1 is activated each time the compactor and 

truck are heading towards an operation site. The process can be seen in Figure 35 below. To create the 
transfer, a User Defined – ExcelConnect is added and connected to the document location. For the 
process, three real state variables are created and named LinkweightSidewalk, LinkweightParkinglot 
and LinkweightPothole (referred as Linkweight – variables in the section). The values are assigned to 0 
in the first assign step in the process. The four string state variables, containing the strings, ´default 
value´ (named Operation) Sidewalk, Parkinglot resp. Pothole, are created as well. Note that the rest of 
the variables have the same names as their containing string. The excel read step is connected, thought 
the ExcelConnect, to the schedule and starts by reading the string on row – ExcelRow, column – 3 in 
the document (the ExcelRow is a variable starting at the value 3). The string is saved in the variable 
Operation. In this case the variable gets the string Parkinglot from the schedule above. The next assign 
step tells the variable ExcelRow to continue at the next row, by the setting of:  

 
Math.If(ExcelRow >= 3 && ExcelRow <=21, ExcelRow+1, ExcelRow == 3). 

 
(eq.54) 

Each time the process is activated, the next row will be transferred from the document. The schedule 
starts over if the time in the simulation is longer than the schedule. The decide steps have the same 
structure with the mathematical expression of: 
 

Math.If(String.Compare(Operation, Sidewalk) == 0, 1,0), (eq.55) 
 

Math.If(String.Compare(Operation, Parkinglot) == 0, 1,0), resp. (eq.56) 
 

Math.If(String.Compare(Operation, Pothole) == 0, 1,0). 
 

(eq.57) 

The expressions compare the transferred string in variable Operation to the stings saved in the variables 
Sidewalk, Parkinglot and Pothole. The one equals the variable Operation, gets the corresponding 
Linkweight – variable set to 1. Each Linkweight – variable is connected to each corresponding path, 
between the workstation and operation sites, by the settings Select by link weight – Linkweight-variable. 
If the first day in the schedule is operating a parking lot the LinkweightParkinglot will contain the value 
1 resulting in the highest value of the three paths, telling the compactor and truck to take it.  

 

 

3.3.2 Data transfer to MS Excel 
 
The software also gives the opportunity to transfer data from Simio to e.g. MS Excel. The 

same API is used as for section 3.3.1. The data transfers of the total distance travelled, the time in 
different modes and total fuel consumption are conducted thought the ExcelWrite steps, seen in Figure 
36. Data transfer of total distance traveled and time in idle versus busy state, in the process 

Figure 35. Process of data transfer into the simulation software. 
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OnRunEnding, into MS Excel.Figure 36 below. The process is activated at the end of the simulation 
run. The first step contains the transfer of the variable TotalDistanceTraveled. The next step in the 
process contains the expressions of: 

 
Compactor_IdleBusy_State.TotalTime(1), (eq.58) 

 
Compactor_IdleBusy_State.TotalTime(0), (eq.59) 

 
used to transfer the idle versus busy states over time for the compactor. Notify that the step contains the 
other modes as well, described in section 3.2.8.2. The total fuel consumption is transferred by the setting 
of (within the excel write step):  
 
 

TotalFuelCon + (23 – FuelRemaining). 
(eq.60) 

 
The fuel consumption over time is transferred in the process OutputFuelrate, see Figure 

37. The process is triggered by a timer named TimerFuel with the settings of On Event – 1 hour. Each 
time the simulation has run for one hour, the current fuel level of the tank is transferred. A visualisation 
of the fuel tank level over time in the simulation can be seen in Figure 38 below.   

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 36. Data transfer of total distance traveled and time in idle versus busy state, 
in the process OnRunEnding, into MS Excel.  

Figure 37. Data transfer of fuel consumption over time into MS 
Excel. 
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Figure 38. Visualization of fuel consumption over time in MS Excel. 
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4 RESULT: VALUE ANALYSIS AND SUSTAINABILITY 
ASSESSMENT 
 

4.1 Output data from simulation model 
 

The output data, relevant for the Net Present Value model, can be seen in Table 6 below. The 
values are gathered through several simulation runs where the average values are presented in the table. 
The values are gathered for one year of usage for the machine. The machine is assumed to be in use 
between 4th of March to 29th of November , due to the cold season in Sweden. This represent 
approximately 6491 hours in the simulation run. The amount of different operation scenario used in the 
simulation runs has been marginally modified to capture changes in an operation schedule. One example 
of the used distributions can be seen in  Figure 39 below. 

 
 

 
Figure 39. Example of scenario distribution of one year in the simulation run to visualize 
the used operation schedules. 

 
 
Table 6. Relevant output data, for one year, taken from simulation runs to support a Net Present Value 
model. 

Output parameter Output data Unit 
Total fuel consumption 1160,75 Litres 
Time in idle state (including 
time spent while workers are of 
shift during nights and 
weekends) 

5937,81 Hours 

Time in idle state (excluding 
time spent while workers are of 
shift during nights and 
weekends) 

2807,81 (84) Hours (%) 

Time in operator (busy) state 553,18 (16) Hours (%) 
Total distance travelled 121,86 Miles 
Vibration mode 29 (145,04) Miles (Hours) 
Static mode 14,79 (147,94) Miles (Hours) 
Transportation by truck 266 Miles 

39%

35%

26%

Example of operation scenario 
distribution of one year in simulation 

run

Sidewalk

Parkinglot

Pothole repairs
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Services completed 9 x Service kit 50 h 
Service kit 250 h 
Service kit 500 h 

- 

Amount of failures 1 Number of repairs 
Time in failure mode 58,53 Hours 

 

4.2 Net Present Value 
 

The Net Present Value model presented in this chapter is used to represent the idea of how 
simulation data can be translated into costs and estimations to financial aspect. The costs rely on 
assumptions and output data taken from the simulation model and supporting case study. The thesis 
question is generic in the investigation between DES and VVD and for any company or engineer to use 
this specific estimations, own assumptions and values can be complemented into the model.  

 
In the Net Present Value model, the relevant parameters considered are the hardware purchase 

cost of the machine, its energy – , water – , maintenance – and service cost, and the transportation energy 
cost for the transportation truck. The costs are calculated for each year of the entire lifecycle, of 7 years. 
The relevant output data from the simulation runs, used to calculate each cost, are taken from Table 6 
in section 4.1. The cost model is regarded in the currency euro. The NPV model is presented in Table 
7Figure 40. Net Present Value model representation of compactor CC1000. and Figure 40 below.  

The hardware purchase cost of the machine is assumed to 29 485 euro [24]. The energy cost of 
the machine is calculated to 1 816,35 euro per year, resulting in a total cost of 12 714,46 euro for its 
entire lifecycle. The calculation is based on the machines total fuel consumption of one year. The price 
of diesel is set to 1,56 euro, valid December 19, 2019 [25]. The water cost is calculated through the 
assumption, made earlier in the case study of this thesis, of a constant water consumption of 13,75 l/h 
during the static and vibration mode. The operating hours in these modes are approximately 292,98 
hours, resulting in a water consumption of 4028,48 litres per year. This results in a yearly water cost of 
4,24 euro and a total water cost of 29,67 euro for the entire lifecycle. The calculations are based on the 
current variable water cost in Karlskrona, gathered in 7/1-20 [26]. The maintenance cost of the machine 
holds two cost components, a fixed cost for each time a repairman has to be called and a variable cost 
depending on the time to repair the machine. The fixed cost is assumed to 238,18 euro and the variable 
cost to 28,6 euro per hour. The maintenance cost of one year is calculated to 1 912,14 euro, resulting in 
a total cost of 13 384,97 euro for the entire lifecycle. The service costs are assumed as 20 euro for smaller 
services (service kit 50 and 250), 95 euro for medium services (Service kit 500, 750, 1000 and 1250) 
and 290 euro for large services (service kit 1500, 1750 and 2000). Each year, the machine operates for 
approximately 550 hours resulting in a total of 3850 hours in 7 years. When the machine has reached 4 
years, all services has been completed, and the assumption of that the service kits restart, has been made. 
The service kits are scratted over the years with the knowledge of the machine’s yearly operation hours. 
The costs result of each year can be seen in the Table 7 below. The total service cost, of the entire 
lifecycle, is estimated to 3180 euro. The transportation energy cost is calculated to 1 489,71 euro per 
year and a total cost of 10 427,95 euro for the entire lifecycle. The calculation is based on an average 
fuel consumption of 3,59 l/mil of diesel, taken for four truck models (DAF, Mercedes, Scania and 
Volvo), together with the litre price for diesel of 1,56 euro per litre gathered in 19/12 -19 [25] [27].     
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4.3 Sustainability assessment 
 

The sustainability assessment done in this chapter represents the idea of how DES can be used to 
visualize and estimate the sustainability profile of a e.g. machine. The values are taken from the 
simulation model and assumed for the specific case but do not fully support the machine, because its 
only referred to as an example. The sustainability assessment can be changed to fit the specific company 
or engineer in the field of interest. 
 

In the sustainability assessment, the considered parameters are the machines CO2 – emission 
regarding its total fuel consumption in diesel, the machines water consumption during operation and the 
CO2 – emission of the transportation by truck. An additional reflection about the customer value in the 
NPV model, if the fuel tank of the machine is replaced by battery, is added as well. The output data used 
in the calculations are taken from the simulation model, presented in Table 6 above.    

The sustainability profile of compactor CC1000 lifecycle can be seen in Table 8 below. The 
machines CO2 – emission in usage for one year is approximately 3 354,57 kg CO2, resulting in a total 
emission of 23 481,97 kg CO2 for its entire lifecycle. The calculation is based on 2,89 kg CO2 – emission 
per consumed litre diesel (miles) [28]. The CO2 – emission, regarding transportation by truck, to and 
from operation sites is calculated to approximately 2759,77 kg CO2 for one year. Resulting in a total 
emission of 19 318,44 kg CO2 for the entire lifecycle. The calculation is based on the same value for 
CO2 – emission per consumed litre diesel (mile) and the average fuel consumption per mil for four 
different transportation models (DAF, Mercedes, Scania and Volvo), resulting in 3,59 litres per mil [27], 
[28]. The total CO2 emission of the machine including transportation is estimated to 42 800,41 kg CO2. 
The water consumption of the compactor is calculated thought the assumption made in the case study 
supporting this thesis, with a constant water consumption of 13,75 l/h while operating in static and 
vibration mode. This results in a total consumption of 4028,48 litres per year and a total consumption 
of 28 199,33 litres of the entire lifecycle.  

 

Table 7. Net Present Value model for the compactor CC1000, linked to relevant data output parameters taken from 
the simulation model. 

Figure 40. Net Present Value model representation of compactor CC1000. 
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Table 8. Sustainability profile of compactor CC 1000 lifecycle with regard to total fuel consumption, 
total fuel consumption of transportation and total water consumption. 

Sustainability profile of Compactor CC 1000 

Total fuel consumption 23 481,97 kg CO2 
 

Total fuel consumption of 
transportation 19 318,44 kg CO2 

Total water consumption 28 199,33 litres 
 

 
Whitin the Net Present Value model, the sustainability aspects are considered and explored in the 

parameter of Total benefit, telling the designer about the customer´s value of the design. The monetary 
customer value is subtracted from the customer costs, seen in the section 4.2, resulting in a Total cost of 
Ownership for the product. The context of the NPV model can be further explored in the Theory section 
2.1, of this thesis. The point is, by redesigning the machine, e.g. changing the fuel tank capacity, engine, 
weights, replacing the fuel tank with battery, these parameters influence the total outcome of the cost 
model. The design configurations can be made in the simulation model and used as output data to support 
these parameters and elaborate with different designs.  

To give an idea how the customer value can affect the NPV result and the machine´s sustainability 
profile, the fuel tank of the machine is replaced with a battery. This can be translated to the parameter 
of total fuel cost saved within the customer value of the NPV model and the parameters of total diesel 
saved, and CO2 saved within the sustainability profile. The redesign excludes charging and changing 
the battery over the lifecycle, its emissions and only investigates the costs during operation. The outcome 
of this example not entirely realistic, due to the exclusions, but aims to give an example to the customer 
value and sustainability association. The battery uses 0,5 kW in idle mode, 3 kW in static and initial 
mode and 13 kW in vibration mode, resulting in an yearly energy consumption of 4513,85 kWh and a 
total consumption of 31 596,92 kWh for the entire lifecycle [11]. The total energy cost gives a value of 
3 473,79 euro for the machine. The calculations are based on the current energy cost in year 2018 in 
Sweden [29]. The resulting total benefit (total fuel cost saved) of this design configuration would be 
9 240,66 euro. The sustainability profile would be reduced with the total diesel saved  of1 160,75 litres 
(transportation remaining) and total CO2 saved to 23 481,97 kg CO2. 
 

4.4 Benchmarking of different design configurations 
 
The DE computer-based simulation software, Simio LLC, makes it possible to simulate the 

behaviour of more than one machine, actually many different machines, in the simulation environment, 
creating a cooperative, complex system. The designer can then redesign the machines in the model, 
testing different design configurations, and compare the results to identify the best possible design. The 
designer can run tests without having to take crucial financial decisions about the new design and can 
extract more knowledge early in the design process. The comparison of different designs configurations, 
expressed in monetary value, will look like the Figure 41 below, telling the designer about each design 
outcome implemented in the simulation model. The figure is expressed through the product/service 
monetary value per year. The designer can, by applying this feature, be given a benchmarking of the 
best possible designs to take further into the development process and to ignore the configurations 
leading to unfortunate results.  

By considering the compactor in this thesis, the presented NPV result can be seen as the baseline 
for new design configurations. New ideas can be brought into the simulation model, helping the 
designers to elaborate the product, and explore the outcome directly in a similar visualization of the 
configuration´s monetary value over time, as for the example in Figure 41. One of the configurations 
could be the investigation of replacing the fuel tank with batteries as seen in the sustainability profile of 
the compactor. 
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Figure 41. Visualization of the Net Present Value over time, for different design configurations to 
support decision making in early design. 

 

4.5 Model visualization in the Decision Arena environment 
 

The Decision arena is an environment used to gather groups for decision making, evaluations, 
exchange knowledge, ideas, values and more. The arena is a physical location with supporting material 
for these kinds of meetings. Group constellations of stakeholders, engineers, designers can together 
examine models and data to explore and evaluate different design configurations, finite element 
simulations, discrete event simulation models, differential - and algebraic equations and mathematic 
logic. The arena is used to encourage people to cooperate and share knowledge in and outside the field. 
The arena creates an environment where the shared knowledge can generate more robust solutions and 
pick up unsuspected ideas/aspects [17].  

By applying a decision arena into the design configuration process of Discrete Event Simulation, 
the comprehension of the modelled scenario increases, resulting the possibility to interact with the model 
together with non-experts. Different designs can immediately be generated and evaluated. This has been 
tested with the simulation model of the compactor CC1000 at Blekinge Institute of Technology, Figure 
42. The following figures, Figure 43- Figure 46, shows some of the runs in the model, visualised in the 
arena as well. 
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Figure 43. View of the workstation in the simulation model, showed in the Decision arena. The large 
facility represents the company facility, the smaller houses represent two service houses, and the parking 
lot with cars and trucks shows where the compactor ends the day.   

 

Figure 42. Visualization and evaluation of simulation model in Decision arena at Blekinge Institute of 
Technology. 
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Figure 44. View of the operation scenario Parkinglot in the simulation model, showed in the Decision 
arena. The first machine to the left represents the paver, and the two machines driving behind are the 
compactors.  

 

 
Figure 45. View of the compactor operating on the scenario Pothole in the simulation model, showed in 
the Decision arena. 

 
Figure 46.View of the operation scenario Sidewalk in the simulation model, showed in the Decision 
arena. The figure shows the paver to the left and the compactor driving behind it.  
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5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The thesis aimed to investigate the generic methodology of using discrete event simulation to 
support a value-driven design process for decision making in early design. By applying an example, 
using a well-known machine taken from a multinational company to the research question, the survey 
become sufficiently extensive. This study is not something done for the company only, but rather for 
any company, stakeholder, engineer or designer developing new products and systems. The machine in 
consideration is, however, a good example of how the methodology can be applied and the company 
can benefit from the outcome of this research paper. 

The benefit of using DES is to investigate the machine on a system-level. All relevant 
characteristics and operation scenarios could be translated into the model to extract needed performances 
during its lifecycle. It´s surprising how complex the software is for modelling as life like scenarios as 
for the compactor. Personally, the knowledge in the software was limited at the beginning of this 
research but in a few months the software was easy to applicable. The opportunity to using API, as MS 
Excel, to transfer data can help designers to benchmark new designs in a more customer friendly 
interface.  

The benefit of applying DES into a VVD process is the ability to earn knowledge about a new 
design before taking any financial commitments (disregard the cost for the software). This brings the 
possibility to investigate new design ideas towards innovation as well as comparing various of similar 
solutions. The cost model clearly shows the benefit and disadvantages for the customer for each design, 
helping the designer to elaborate with the right design alternatives earlier in the project. To take into 
account, is that the cost model, as for any statistic, can show misleading results depending on the chosen 
parameters. It´s important to add validations and verifications to the result to avoid this phenomenon. 
As mentioned in the beginning of this thesis, the Design process paradox gives the indications that 
knowledge controls the design freedom. The possibility to earn the knowledge earlier in the project by 
applying this methodology, the more game space is left to elaborate on.  

The sustainability benefit of the methodology is extensive. Firstly, by investigating design 
configurations in a VVD process saves the resources needed to implement and test each configuration 
in reality. Secondly, the sustainability parameters can be regarded in the simulation environment, 
helping the designer to take these parameters in consideration from the beginning of a project. The 
parameters are observed on a system-level, giving realistic calculated values of several concurrent 
aspects. Thirdly, the VVD process can reveal the sustainability impact of each configuration, helping 
the designers to benchmark sustainable ideas for the stakeholders. The sustainability is embedded in the 
customer benefit parameter, which occurs appealing for stakeholders.    

The methodology holds many advantages but can be regarded as difficult to apply by companies. 
The methodology requires expertise in both computer-based simulation and cost assessments. 
Simplified models can easily be addressed in the software but when reaching for more complex models, 
more time has to be spent in the software and/or courses to support the designer. It´s not a matter of high 
costs (disregarding smaller companies), but rather the willingness to explore a more modern approach. 
The methodology requires the company to be aware for their existing products/systems to conduct 
realistic simulations models. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Using Discrete Event Simulation for generating and evaluating value-driven and sustainability 
design concepts has been found to give good results in this report. The method gave the opportunity to 
estimate the machine’s lifecycle performances (over the entire limited lifecycle) and to convert them 
into a cost and sustainable assessment. The method can be broadly applied by companies and designers 
and has been proven helpful to tackle new design configurations in the early phases of product 
development. The method can support better collaboration over the sectors and promote sustainable and 
profitable long-term solutions. 

The investigation in the DES software proved that all relevant parameters could be extracted, 
thought a complex modelled system, for a machine over its entire lifecycle. Ordinary product scenarios 
could be translated into the simulated environment together with the needed characteristics of the 
product. The outcome of the NPV model proved how the data from the model could be translated into 
costs and benchmarking of different design configurations for the product. The conducted sustainability 
profile of the product showed how simulated data could be translated into aspects and parameters to 
guide for a more sustainable solution. These, together with a visualization in the Decision arena, gave 
an understanding of how collaboration and understanding could be strengthened during product 
development.  

The advantages of using this method is overall extensive, but to remember is that for any 
statistics used, the results can be misleading if the method is used for the wrong purpose. Validation and 
verification have to be part of the method to support best results.  The outcome of this report brings 
many opportunities to elaborate on for further work. A future investigation could be interacting the 
method with the Internet of Things. IoT is, broadly speaking, used to capture data from sensors and 
transfer it over the Internet, which can be further populate in the model presented in this report. The 
investigation may require a lot of work, since the implementation and interactions between the fields 
will require specified expertise. Other topics, for future work, are the investigations of how Simio (DES) 
can be linked with the idea of a Digital Twin and Industry 4.0. A digital twin is a digital version of a 
product/service/process and can be used to collect data and understand behaviours of the 
product/service/system before its manufactured or already in process. The Industry 4.0 is a concept used 
for machines within the industry to collaborate, where each product in the line carries information’s 
about where to go and when. Both fields require expertise in the subjects, but the outcome of the 
investigations can carry out great advantages within product development. Generally, the possibilities 
to elaborate further on this topic are many.              
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APPENDIX 
 
 

Figure 47. Visualization of compactor in  
simulation environment. 

Figure 49. Visualization of truck in 
simulation environment. 

Figure 48. Visualization of workers in 
simulation environment. 
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Figure 50. Visualization of asphalt truck in simulation 
environment. 

Figure 51. Population property of compactor in simulation 
software. 

Figure 52. Implementation details for OperatorRequired. 
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Figure 54. Implementation details for WorkerName. 

Figure 53. Implementation details for 
WorkerObjectType. 

Figure 55. Implementation details for WorkerListName. 
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Figure 57. Implementation details for 
WorkerSelectionGoal. 

Figure 56. Implementation details for 
WorkerSelectionExpression. 

Figure 58. Lists of workers in the simulation environment. 
Each list contains two workers on opposite shift. 
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Figure 59. Monitors for fuel consumption for the machine. 

Figure 61. Implementation in simulation software of monitor MonitorEmptyTank.  

Figure 60. Implementation in simulation software of monitor MovementRateChange. 
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Figure 63. Work schedule in simulation software.  

Figure 62. Implementation in simulation environment of monitor MonitorFullTank.  
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